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Surprise is a key ingredient of wordplay's charm. Many forms of wordplay amuse us by rearranging one word's letters into two or more unrelated, unexpected words. One basic class of letter rearrangements is word interlocks. Interlocks are the rearrangements that split a word but preserve the original letter-ordering in the derived words. The title of this article includes two amusing interlocks: LapwInGs and DisAppEaRs.

The best-known subclasses of word interlocks are charades (STAGnation into STAG + nation), word deletions (CHangelESS into CHESS + angel), and alternades (FIeETnEsS into FETES + lens). Generic word interlocks have been discussed by A. Ross Eckler in the May/June 1978 issue of the now-defunct British periodical Games and Puzzles (cited in Herbert Kohl's A Book of Puzzlements); he presented a type-collection of all the ways in which an eight-letter word could be dissected into two words, each at least two letters long.

A natural way to subdivide word interlocks is to count the number of transitions between constituent words. If we write the original word using upper case letters for one contributing word and lower case for the second (and perhaps lower case italics for a third word), then transitions are simply the number of changes in typeface in the original word. In a charade, there is always only one transition. A word deletion must have exactly two transitions. An alternade always has one less transition than its word length.

The number of transitions is a good index of just how thoroughly the constituent word interlocks are mixed together. For the present study, I looked at the uncharted sea of "near alternades", or word interweaves. This is my subjective term for words at least eight letters long, whose components are nearly equal in length and whose transitions number at least six. This last condition insurs that at least one component word comprises four or more disjoint fragments.

The search for interweaves is a natural candidate for computerization. For any given eight-letter word there are eight possible word divisions of nearly equal length with at least six transitions; for a nine-letter word, there are 37 candidate divisions. The progression spirals: for each ten-letter word there are 110 word interweave candidates; for eleven, 351; for twelve, 737; for thirteen, 2004; for fourteen, 3682; for fifteen, 9605; and for sixteen, 15990.

The number of word interweave solutions found by the computer bears a starkly decreasing rate of return: 763 interweaves among
eight-letter words, 981 among nine-letter words, decreasing to 662 for ten-letter words, 445 for eleven-letter words, 226 for twelve-letter words, 131 for thirteen-letter words, 53 for fourteen-letter words, 27 for fifteen-letter words, and only 12 for sixteen-letter words. Based on these statistics, I cut off the current study after sixteen letters.

These results are highly dependent on the completeness of one’s computerized word list ("your mileage may vary"). My own list is derived from several sources, and contains about 178,000 lower-case word forms up to sixteen letters long. Common solutions, where the original and constituent words all appear in the Random House Concise Dictionary (RHD), are a small fraction of the total solutions (96, 150, 45, 23, 11, 2, 1 and 1 for words of length eight through sixteen). Many more solutions took their constituent words from the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary (OSPD). Unless otherwise specified, constituent words hereafter listed appear in the OSPD or RHD. Medical words, unless specified, were found in Stedman’s Medical Dictionary, 25th Edition.

Several obvious questions can now be answered:

Which interweaves have the most transitions?

The record for transitions is 11, occurring only in ARtErIoPLaSt­iEs := AREOLATE + tripsis. The lone runner-up, with 10 transitions, is the longest-known alternade, TrIeNnIaLLy := TINILY + renal. Arterioplasties is a remarkable word; it is even more thoroughly entwined than the longest alternade!

Fifteen 9-transition interweaves which I found are AchEiRIcAILy := AERIAL + chicly; COuraGeOusNeSs := COGONS + uraeuses; CoUrTIlNeSt := CUTIS + orlet; CoUrTIlNeSs := CUTINS + orles; DEPaRtMentAlly := DERMAL + patently; IsChIoCeLeEs := IcICLE + shoes; PaRAnuCiErAs := PRANCER + aulas; PIEcNosTeOSEs := PENTOSE + looses; PIEuRocentRAlly := PERORAL + lucently; PoUrFapRiTes := PUPATE + ottis; PsYlLiAtEs := PLYAE + slits; SaTuRAtIoNs := STRAIN + autos; ScholARIlNeSs := SHEARNS + collies; SOLIClOrUsNeSs := SOLIONS + icustes; SpEaRhEaDs := SLEET + penis; ViGoRoUsNeSs := VIRUSES + goons.

Which are the longest interweaves?

Among 16-letter words, there are a solid dozen interweaves. Unfortunately, most are medical terms and none has 7 transitions: AcKostEalgICAlly := AREALLY + cosaltic; AEROcyStOsCOPIEs := AERO­SCOPE + cytosis; ANtImicrobICAlly := ANTICLY + microbial; ChRoMA­TOgraphs := CRATERS + homograph; ChRoMATo­graphING := CRATING + homograph; DIsArTICuLatioNs := DISTILLS + arcuat; IteMeDicaTeNeSs := INMATES + teredines; MacroGAsTrICAlly := MARGARIC + costal­ly; OVERcautoUSNeSs := OVERUSES + cautions; PhOnOMyO­graphING = PONYING + SalpINgograI.

There are of our study, climaCtIcAlly := CANTAMPS + rths; SERIAlS := SAINS + ters.

Six words, dreaminess, rain, CANTS + rths; DENS + ram + cole, SHOE + tines; STELEs + tain.

The 13-letter words are the longest are: PATNeSS := PATINT + re; SCRAPPES := PENTS + cras; STELES + tain.

The in order the longest are: PATNeSS := PATINT + re; SCRAPPES := PENTS + cras; STELES + tain.

In order the longest are: PATNeSS := PATINT + re; SCRAPPES := PENTS + cras; STELES + tain.

The number of our study, climaCtIcAlly := CANTAMPS + rths; SERIAlS := SAINS + ters.

Word inter...
The number of transitions is far from unique. **Triennially** is just one example of a multi-valued word. That word decomposes also into **TrileNNially** for 6 transitions, **TrileNnIally** or **TrIeNNially** for 10. Another example is **grasshoppers**, which decomposes into **GRASPER + shops** with 3, 5 or 7 transitions.

Word interweaves can also be the basis of word puzzles. The
following riddles range from trivial to taxing. In each case, the number of transitions is shown in parenthesis as an added clue.

1. What type of person can be reconstructed from each of the following apt phrases? Amid bras (6), car dittos (6), heater worms (7), sweat ethers (7), tiler chances (6), dater gages (6), mute apes (6), ricer folks (6), acres nests (6), dudes rises (7).

2. Divide each occupation below into a two-word interweave: chairpersons (6), librarians (6), parricides (6), abstainers (7), proprietress (6), suppliant (6), appeasers (6), repairers (6), threaders (6). See how much harder it is to divide an interweave than to unite one!

3. Reconstruct the following adjectival interweaves: mold once (6), donor amity (6), ohmic spoor (7), trade heist (7), unapt creed (7), rube untold (7), ones butyls (7), rest cooing (6), mere island (7), citing loser (6).

4. Unlock the following noun interweaves: lights amines (6), scene conics (6), ranter biases (6), darns ebonies (7), tacit slate (6), scouts vines (6), radon tethers (6), clip aloes (7), hex ponies (6), hydric poems (7).

5. The following words each have at least two different interweaves (one solution with 6 transitions, the other with 7): broadness, gambolled, priestess, traitress, bargaining, sloppiness, faintness.


MORE ANGUISHED ENGLISH

This is a sequel to Richard Lederer's highly-successful Anguished English, reviewed in the May 1988 Word Ways. Published in hardcover for $17.95 in Delacorte's Intrepid Linguist Series (1993), it should be an equally-great hit with aficionados of hilarious mistakes in English: headlines such as CHINESE PROTEST MUSHROOMS, student writings such as "our biology class went out to explore the swamp and to collect little orgasms", foreign manglings such as "We highly recommend the hotel tart" (on a menu), or classified ads such as "For Sale: pair Holstein oxen, 3200 lbs, with horns capped by local blacksmith with brass balls". Although Lederer claims that every flub is authentic and genuine, it's hard to believe that some weren't invented by his contributors. But, no matter what their provenance, this book contains a first-class collection of linguistic howlers.